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*This list only includes courses that are part of the English Major and minors offered by the department. Visit the UNF Catalog for a complete list of Fall 2021 
courses offered by the Department of English. 

86751 AML2020 American Literature II MW 0900 1015  CAMPUS Bart Welling 
We’re living at an extraordinary time in history. The next ten years or so will constitute an especially crucial turning point. The decisions people in the developed world—
i.e., you and me—are making at this very moment are going to have a bearing on the quality of life for future generations of humans and nonhuman beings for tens of 
thousands of years to come. In light of the tremendous power that modern humans have to transform every square inch of the planet, many scholars have begun referring to 
our era as the Anthropocene, the Age of Humans. We’re essentially making an enormous collective choice—a choice that we have no legitimate right to make, but one that 
we can’t avoid making all the same. Will future Earthlings inherit a world not too different from the one we inhabit now? Will our descendants live on a hell planet 
characterized by out-of-control mass extinctions, total climate meltdown, runaway flooding of coastal regions by poisoned seas, civilization-wrecking monster storms and 
wildfires, and bloody wars over petroleum and coal, clean drinking water, and other things that we take for granted?  
 
Or could there be another option? As many commentators have asked when contemplating both a) the gross inequalities (between rich and poor, between white people and 
people of color) that the coronavirus pandemic has exposed and worsened, and b) the window of opportunity for big social changes that the pandemic has ripped open, 
could it be possible for us to bequeath to the future a more just, wild, and healthy ecosphere than the one we all know? The answers to these questions depend on all the 
choices, small and big, that we make in our ordinary lives: what we eat, how we get around, how we power our homes, where we get our news, and what kinds of leaders 
we choose to elect and support. Regardless of how you feel about “the environment,” and no matter what anyone has told you or failed to tell you about global warming 
and other “environmental” issues, you have as much of a stake in Earth’s health as anyone else—and, I would strongly argue, you have a weighty responsibility to live 
with that health in mind. 
 
“But what does all this have to do with American literature?” Just as the United States has led the world in developing the technologies and modes of capitalist economics 
that are currently destroying the world, writers in the U.S. have long worked at the forefront of thinkers questioning the rightness and wisdom of this way of life. Far from 
merely celebrating rocks and trees, authors who focus on questions about our place in the biosphere and our relationships with nonhuman beings can challenge our most 
deeply help assumptions about who we are and how we live. Moreover, they can help us envision a future defined not by scarcity and conflict but by greater abundance for 
all the world’s species and cultures. The tradition that Henry David Thoreau’s Walden; or, Life in the Woods (1854) helped usher in has played a major role in the creation 
of national parks and the preservation of wilderness areas, but it has also participated in key debates on issues that affect the lives of people in the heart of the city. And 
creators of eco-media increasingly focus on the intersectionality of environmental problems—for example, how global warming is a moral issue as much as (or even more 
than) it is a technological and political challenge, because the people who have benefited the least from burning fossil fuels are paying the heaviest price for the developed 
world’s petro-prosperity. I and other practitioners of Earth-oriented humanities scholarship—ecocritics—share eco-artists’ concern over the plight of humanity and 
nonhuman life, and work to illuminate how artists’ representations shape audiences’ ways of thinking and feeling about our common planetary home. 
 
Environmental writers, image-makers, and critics will continue to light our way as we move (I hope!) towards greener sources of energy, wiser systems of transportation, 
and cultures centering on sustainability and compassion rather than hyper-consumption and techno-narcissism.  In short, if you’re interested in literature that has the 
potential to spark profound transformations in how people think, work, eat, shop, build, get around, and even express themselves spiritually, and if you’re interested in 
learning how to analyze environmental media ecocritically, then this class is for you. 

86222 AML3102 American Fiction M W 1200 1315   CAMPUS Bart Welling 
The Americas have been sites of clashing narratives since long before they became “the Americas.” We can’t understand American cultures today without thinking about 
the histories set in motion by the clash of narrative viewpoints between European colonists, who saw the Americas as a “New World,” and the Native peoples who had 
been thinking of the continents for thousands of years as home. Since Columbus’s first voyage, life in the Americas has been defined not just by genocide, patriarchal 
oppression of women, slavery and systemic racism, resistance to oppression, bloody internecine power struggles, fierce economic competition, and the wanton destruction 
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of nonhuman species, but by narrative conflict—a never-ending war of stories about how nature and humanity came to be, about who belongs in a given country (and who 
doesn’t), about how we should live, and about what the future holds. Sometimes the war is highly visible, but just as often it is hard to see, because we tend to think of the 
master narratives that shape our lives not as stories created by people, and thus capable of being rewritten, but as inescapable, unchangeable truths. Sometimes, 
unbeknownst to the people whose lives are governed by them, the stories are at war with themselves.   
 
In the United States we are currently in the middle of a raging story-battle over race, gender, sexuality, immigration, democracy, our country’s proper place in the world 
order, and many other issues. Our polarization goes much deeper than a set of disagreements over laws and policies. The different sides in the battle can’t even agree on 
the most basic facts. Why did the Confederate states leave the Union? Is one major political party dominated by cannibalistic, Satan-worshipping pedophiles? Should we 
do something about our environmental crises before the planet becomes uninhabitable for humans and most other life-forms? (If, that is, the environmental crises are real.) 
Storytelling (both explicit and hidden) is at the heart of our predicament. We think that our personal ways of seeing offer us accurate representations of the world, but too 
often our perspectives on reality are fictional not just in the sense that they are narrative constructs (which, since stories are the “glue” that holds together human minds, 
families, and societies, we can’t avoid fashioning) but in the sense that they are self-contradicting pastiches of false ideas, unsubstantiated conspiracy theories, and 
bankrupt stereotypes. We turn people with whom we disagree into stock villains, two-dimensional characters in a deceptively simple plot in which we are always the 
brave, selfless heroes. If we aren’t careful, our fictional battles may turn into real ones. After all, the Civil War began, as Abraham Lincoln warned in his first inaugural 
address that it might, because southerners allowed their unwarranted paranoia over Lincoln’s slavery policies—the false narratives they created about Lincoln as a would-
be slavery-abolishing tyrant—to cloud their judgment and overcome the “better angels of [their] nature.” 
 
Is it possible to create a better “storyscape” in and for the United States than the one we have inherited from past generations? Many of our greatest writers have thought 
so. In this class we will put the published fictional narratives of a diverse range of authors in dialogue with the master narratives that we all inhabit as surely as we live in 
brick-and-mortar buildings: America as promised land, the American dream (or nightmare), the United States as melting pot, and more. Our goal will be to understand how 
the authors we are studying make visible the often hidden larger cultural narratives of Americanness, how they critique these narratives, and how their critiques can guide 
our efforts to reclaim and restore a bitterly contested—but also, frequently, a sublimely beautiful—world of stories that we call home. 

86233 AML3621 (GW) Black American Literature      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Mikayla Beaudrie 
This particular section of AML3621 largely functions as a survey of Black/African American literature. Over the semester, students will critically read a sampling of texts 
authored by Black Americans across time and space --  from Southern plantations to the March on Washington to the Los Angeles race riots to the (re)election of the 
nation’s first Black president and beyond. Critical analyses of texts by Black authors reveal the many rhetorical moves made by Black American writers pertaining to 
ancestry and family, identity formation, nationhood and citizenship, and personhood.  

85032 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing M W 1200 1315   CAMPUS Frederick Dale 
85707 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing M W 1330 1445   CAMPUS Frederick Dale 
85847 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing M W 1030 1145   CAMPUS Frederick Dale 

This is a foundation class in the art and craft of creative writing. For this class, our creative writing will take the form of flash fictions—stories between 300-750 words in 
length. We’ll familiarize ourselves with the terminology of this particular genre and read the stories of today’s most accomplished/ publishing flash fiction writers. What 
we read is every bit as important as what we write. We’ll produce flash fictions in various lengths and on various subjects/ genres. We’ll workshop the output and fashion 
critiques of each story in our peer editing groups. You will turn in a portfolio (finished story) five times during the semester. There will be two required texts for the class: 
Field Guide to Writing Flash Fiction (edited by Tare L. Misah) and a collection of contemporary flash fictions. 

87133 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Katherine Espano 
87134 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE   
87500 CRW2000 (GW) Intro to Creative Writing T R 1340 1455   CAMPUS   
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In this course, students will read works from a variety of literary genres, produce samples of work in each genre, develop productive critiques of one another’s work within 
a workshop setting, and revise at least one of their samples. This course is for students who want to develop basic skills in more than one genre of creative writing.  

84960 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing T R 1505 1620   CAMPUS Michael Wiley 
In this course, we will investigate how to write fiction both as composers of short stories and as critical readers/analysts of them. We’ll work from the premise that 
excellent creative writers (like all writers) are also excellent readers: that strong writing requires a critical understanding of how words, punctuation, phrases, sentences, 
paragraphs, and larger textual units accomplish all that they accomplish. We will study how fiction writers perform their work. As fiction writers ourselves, we will seek to 
perform that work effectively. We will consider narrative arcs, characterization, setting, points of view, and style, among other issues, and we will practice writing stories 
that include suspenseful, gripping plots, compelling characters, evocative settings, and consistent, appropriate formal features. So as to maximize the opportunities for 
shared experience and mutually beneficial conversations, we will focus on a single genre of fiction writing: crime writing. That said, we will read and write within this 
subgenre in a wide variety of ways—ways limited only by our individual and collective interests. We will read and consider the writing processes in short stories by 
famous writers such as Stephen King and Elmore Leonard and well as ones by Megan Abbott and others in a new generation of powerful writers. 

85033 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Marcus Pactor 
85047 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Marcus Pactor 
87135 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Marcus Pactor 
84947 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing M W 1800 1915   CAMPUS   

87501 CRW2100 (GW) Intro to Fiction Writing M W 1500 1615   CAMPUS   
In this course, students will study the basic techniques used by both canonical and contemporary fiction writers to build convincing and compelling worlds, characters, and 
plots. Students will then work to apply those techniques to their own fiction. They will develop the skills and techniques necessary for both a productive critique of their 
own and one another's fiction, and for the in-depth work of successful revision.  

85396 CRW2201 (GW)Intro Creative Non-Fiction T R 800 915   CAMPUS Lauren Carey 
86753 CRW2201 (GW)Intro Creative Non-Fiction T R 1630 1745   CAMPUS Mark Ari 

Creative Nonfiction is the fastest growing genre in creative writing programs across the country. It is as old as writing itself, as fresh as each new idea, and wholly 
liberating. Tell a story, meditate on a notion or thing, and discover the mind at play or your senses at full-tilt. No subject is off limits in this fact-based but radically 
subjective pursuit of… you tell me. What is creative writing in general and creative nonfiction in particular? What is a successful work of creative nonfiction? What are its 
elements? What leads us to determine some elements are necessary while others are less so? How do you recognize success in work you read or write? How do you 
compose work that is more successful? This course addresses those issues, and you should keep them in mind as the semester progresses. Even if you are simply exploring 
creative writing, testing the water to see if this is a place you’d like to swim, then you are exploring yourself. And if you are already writer, this is a class devoted to 
helping you become yourself. In either case, it’s an endeavor worth breaking your brains over. This class is suitable for students with interests across the disciplines, from 
poetry to biology, from art to mathematics—no subject is off limits. Experimentation is encouraged. Laughter is relished. 

84948 CRW2300 (GW) Intro to Poetry Writing T R 1050 1205   CAMPUS Jessica Stark 
The poet Gwendolyn Brooks said, “Art urges voyages—and it’s easier to stay home.” This course will push you onto a journey to learn how to engage with one of the 
most distilled and radical forms of art in history: poetry. In order to do so, we will read both widely and closely. We’ll read a diverse range of poems from different 
historical periods, written in a wide range of forms and styles. As we explore, we will ask many questions such as: why is poetry important? What does it do? What does 
poetry teach us about language, our surroundings, and/or ourselves? We’ll respond to poems, analyze them, listen to them and write about them; there will be opportunities 
to play with translating, editing, and visually presenting them, as well as with writing and performing them. We will familiarize ourselves with literary terminology (e.g. 
voice, defamiliarization, metaphor) in order to enrich our understanding of poetry and practice analytic and creative writing in the process. Our main focus will be on 
writing poems, and on developing both a critical and a generous approach to each other’s work through workshops and discussion. At the end of our journey, you’ll find 
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that poetry, though often demanding, can offer complex emotional, imaginative, and intellectual pleasure as well as a means for agitating the world in which we live and 
share. 

87730 CRW2300 (GW) Intro to Poetry Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Katherine Espano 
This workshop allows students to explore together the fundamentals of the craft of poetry. Students will learn the difference between poetry and prose, as well as the 
ability to identify the attributes that make poetry a unique and expressive art form. Students will learn basic terminology and close reading skills in order to write analyses 
that demonstrate precision and sensitivity to the nuances of poetic language. Students will read and memorize poems by master poets, whose work will be the focus of our 
analysis. Learning to explicate great poetry will provide students with skills they can apply to their own poetry, which will be the ultimate focus of this course. 

85135 CRW2600 (GW) Intro to Screenwriting      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Stephan Boka 
85136 CRW2600 (GW) Intro to Screenwriting      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Stephan Boka 

This course covers the basics of the craft of screenwriting such as formatting, structure, theme, character, and more. Students will pitch movie ideas, write a treatment, 
outline, and learn scene construction for a feature film. Students will participate in workshops to further develop their work and apply lessons to the development of the 
work of their peers. 

87731 CRW2930 (GW) Special Topics: Graphic Novels M W F 1200 1250   CAMPUS Brendan Steffen 
This is an introductory course covering the art of the graphic novel. Students will read and discuss a diverse array of comics from different times periods and genres, 
tracing the development of the medium from newspaper strips to book-length stories. We will consider features of craft such as script writing, panel design, as well as 
styles and techniques of comic book art, focusing on how the decisions made in these areas create different aesthetic effects. Students will write responses to the course 
readings and collaborate in creating their own graphic novels. 

85202 CRW3110 (GW) Fiction Workshop R 1800 2045   CAMPUS   
Students will share and critique drafts of their work. These critiques will help students develop a final portfolio. Students will produce at least two substantial submissions. 
Students will read exemplary fiction. 

85397 CRW3610 (GW) Screenwriting Wrkshp F 900 1145   CAMPUS Stephan Boka 
86754 CRW3610 (GW) Screenwriting Wrkshp F 1200 1445   CAMPUS Stephan Boka 

Screenwriting Workshop will breakdown the script writing process into a scene by scene, page by page, line by line analysis. Students are expected to write, read, and 
critique scripts on a weekly basis in an effort to produce a feature length screenplay by semester’s end. 

87732 CRW3930 Detective Fiction Workshop T R 1215 1330   CAMPUS Michael Wiley 
Much genre and literary fiction revolves around a crime or a set of crimes. Whether we write fantasy, dystopian stories, mysteries, or experimental work, (etc.,) we often 
include a theft, disappearance, a killing, an abduction, or some other act that breaks the laws or codes of the world we describe. This writing workshop will focus on crime 
fiction both narrowly and broadly. We will consider such issues as suspenseful plotting, morally ambiguous characters, evocative settings, and writerly styles/voices. 
Evaluated writing will include two short stories or a chapter from an extended work of fiction, workshop responses, and short responses to published fiction. 

87733 CRW3930 UnReading | UnWriting: [Making Poems] T R 1505 1620   CAMPUS Clark Lunberry 
The focus of this creative writing course will be on creation-through-destruction and the often-literal obliteration of language-based materials in the making of something 
visually, conceptually, poetically new out of the subsequent debris field. The poems/objects made, with an emphasis on the material making of the thing itself, will be 
visual in nature but with language, in some manner, as the source material, as the sensual dimension of poetic signification. We will, in addition to the making of visual 
poems, be reading and seeing what others have done, what others have thought about doing, with sustained engagements onto supplemental, theoretical, historical readings 
throughout the semester, and with more formal analytical/reflective essays written by students in response to all work done in the class. 
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87734 CRW3930 Reading Like a Writer M W 900 1015   CAMPUS  
 

84961 CRW4924 Adv. Fiction Workshop T 1800 2045   CAMPUS Mark Ari 
This course builds on CRW3110 and provides emerging writers the opportunity to hone their individual voices and experiment with different aesthetical strategies. At this 
level, the student produces high-quality work to present in the workshop. We will explore ways to more effectively tap the reliable resources of imagination to generate 
new and extraordinary ideas. Students will sharpen their understanding of what it means to read like writers. They will sharpen copy, line, and developmental editing skills 
to provide the thoughtful, expert critique that can assist their fellow authors, and themselves, in revision. Together, we will break brains over long-term goals and take the 
next step, whatever that may be, while we consider how to deal with obstacles to a rich, varied, and sustainable writing life. Fantastic notions and firmly held opinions will 
be tossed about willy-nilly. Experimentation is encouraged. Laugher is relished.  

87735 CRW4924 Adv. Poetry Workshop M W 1200 1315   CAMPUS Frederick Dale 
The objective of this workshop is to produce twenty to thirty pages of poetry—enough material to flesh out a rough version of a chapbook. The goal is lofty, but that’s 
okay. The dreaded (and perhaps imaginary) “writer’s block” won’t stand a chance with us. We will workshop original poems and produce critiques of both our own texts, 
as well as the poems of the poets in our workshop groups. You will turn in a portfolio at least three times during the semester. This will include the drafts and revisions of 
your poems and your responses to them. We will concentrate our readings on at least two collections of poetry. 

87033 DIG3176 Introduction to Digital Humanities    ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Laura Heffernan 
This course will offer students an introduction to the Digital Humanities in theory and practice. Students will explore UNF-based as well as national and international 
digital projects. They will meet historians, librarians, archivists, data scientists and critics of data science. They will learn the basics of HTML coding, data visualization, 
content analysis, and digital mapping. Most importantly, students will have the time and support to explore local and regional materials and to expand their skills and 
interests with an eye to starting their own digital project. 

86072 ENC3212 Copyediting      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE   
This course covers basic editing principles, types of editing, and technical terms. The course includes editing texts from a range of sources such as professional documents, 
scholarly publications, literary and/or creative writing fields, as well as media. 

85125 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Brenda Maxey-Billings 
86547 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Brenda Maxey-Billings 

Numerous surveys of business leaders conclude that while writing operates as “a threshold skill,” “companies spend billions annually correcting writing deficiencies” 
(National Commission on Writing). By the time most college graduates enter the job market, they’ve spent years writing in an academic environment, yet their employers 
remain dissatisfied. The critical difference is this: While professors may penetrate through their students’ surface errors and lack of clarity, business readers demand 
clarity, concision, and direct, plain English style. This class focuses, therefore, on four cornerstones of effective professional communication: (1) Surface correctness; (2) 
“Plain English” style; (3) Logical and Ethical Content; and (4) Document Format and Design. During the term, each student produces several professionally formatted 
documents/texts (correspondence, employment materials, technical writing, proposals, abstracts, research reports, etc.), and one formal online “presentation” to the class. 

85987 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication F 1200 1445   CAMPUS   
86631 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Laura Caton-David 
87137 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE   
87225 ENC3250 (GW)Professional Communication      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE   

The primary emphasis of ENC 3250 is on the basics of professional communication: research, organization, grammar/mechanics/style. We will also pay attention to the 
forms of professional communication: letters, memos, and formal and informal reports.  
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85204 ENC3250 (GW) Prof. Comm:Advertising      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Sherry Gache 

86758 ENC3250 (GW) Prof. Comm:Advertising T R 1630 1745   CAMPUS   
86759 ENC3250 (GW) Prof. Comm:Advertising      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Sherry Gache 

The primary emphasis of ENC 3250 is on the basics of professional communication: research, organization, grammar/mechanics/style. We will also pay attention to the 
forms of professional communication: letters, memos, and formal and informal reports. Advertising sections of ENC 3250 focus on these topics as they pertain to the field 
of advertising. 

84971 ENC3310 (GW) Writing Prose      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE James Beasley 
In ENC 3310, we will examine three of the most widely-held writing rules in American institutions in the 21st century: that every paper must have a thesis statement, every 
paper must be free from grammar error, and every paper may only examine one topic. In short, ENC 3310 is truly an intermediate writing course. By intermediate, I mean 
that it serves as a pause, a time to examine the writing you have already done, but also a time to anticipate and identify the writing you would like yet to do. We will 
examine the difference between the effect your writing has had, and the affect you would like it to have. 

87745 ENC3930 Writing Pedagogy Research M W 1200 1315   CAMPUS Donald Moore 
Covering the methodological and theoretical cornerstones of writing pedagogy research, ENC3930 will explore the history of writing pedagogy research from the late 
1800's to our current conceptualizations of what works in composition. From the Current-Traditionalists to Post-Process theories, the study of composition has roundly 
impacted how universities approach the teaching of writing and how discipline-specific courses have applied writing to their courses. In addition to studying how writing 
pedagogy has developed over the last one hundred years to impact curriculum across the disciplines, students in this course will also explore how those theories manifest in 
real-world writing situations in collaboration with the UNF Writing Center. 

86227 ENC4403 Grant Writing      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Jennie Ziegler 
Do you know of a community service organization that needs funding? Do you hope to start one of your own? Do you want to fund your own research one day? Grant 
writing is an important skill that could serve students in a myriad of professions—including students who want to help nonprofit organizations, students who want to fund 
their own research, and students who want to give back to their college and their community. We will begin by identifying the research and communication skills 
necessary to write a successful grant. Over the course of the semester, students will compose and submit grants for funding, gaining invaluable professional experience and 
potentially leaving an actual impression on their community in the process.  

86071 ENG4013 Approach to Lit Interpretation M W 1200 1315   CAMPUS Jennifer Lieberman 
How and why do expert readers interpret literature? How do you know if you’ve written a compelling analysis? How does reading literature help us understand the 
world—presently and historically? This course answers these questions by introducing students to the tools that scholars use to analyze literature and culture. Over the 
course of the semester, students will encounter different theories and methods that we will use to enhance their own writing and interpretation of supple and evocative 
works of literature. Whatever you hope to do in the future, personally or professionally, the ability to analyze complex texts and communicate sophisticated ideas clearly 
will serve you well. The Introduction to Literary Interpretation is thus an excellent course for English majors who want to gain expertise in their discipline, as well as 
anyone else looking to develop their reading or writing skills. 

85536 ENL2012 British Literature I T R 1050 1205   CAMPUS Dwight Gabbard 
It’s such a pity that those Anglo-Saxons were marauders, always bashing people over the head with their clubs! You wouldn’t want any of them for a neighbor. But at least 
they left behind a riveting story, the anonymous Beowulf, full of blood and wonder. We move forward to the fourteenth century, to the anonymous Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight. In this story the characters engage in beheading games. You know, as in, “I challenge you to cut off my head. If you succeed, then in a year I’ll cut your 
head off.” WTF WAS WRONG WITH THESE PEOPLE? About the same time, Geoffrey Chaucer is writing for an audience at the royal court in London, and his 
characters are relatively civilized, just talking about farting and having sex, although Chaucer himself addresses more sophisticated matters than these. Next, we move 
forward roughly two hundred years to Shakespeare’s Richard the Third (1592-1594); this was the Bard’s breakout play, the one that established his reputation, and in it he 
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depicts the protagonist, Richard, Duke of Gloucester, as a sociopath. Warning: nice characters will die! We then proceed from the sublime to the ridiculous, to Alexander 
Pope’s Rape of the Lock (1712-1717), which, when all is said and done, satirizes a party of pampered, affluent teenagers. We will close by reading Olaudah Equiano’s The 
Interesting Narrative (1789). This is the inspiring story of a man kidnapped out of Africa and held in slavery until he obtains his freedom. The tale he tells is combination 
slave narrative, travelogue, and spiritual autobiography. 

86393 ENL2022 British Literature II T R 1505 1620   CAMPUS Laura Heffernan 
This course will cover literature of the nineteenth- and early twentieth- centuries, including William Wordsworth’s Lyrical Ballads, Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park, Charles 
Darwin’s On the Origin of the Species, and the poetry of World War I, as well as historical documents and essays (Edmund Burke, Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas 
Babington Macaulay, Wilkie Collins). We will keep our eyes on major historical events (the revolutions in France and Haiti, the 1838 People’s Charter, the Indian 
Rebellion and 1858 Government of India Act, World War I) and also try to imagine the changing texture of everyday life (the rise of industrialism, the feel of urban living, 
the emergence of women as voting citizens). Above all, we will ask: how did the literature of these eras represent life? 

86760 ENL3333 Shakespeare M W 1800 1915   CAMPUS Ashley Faulkner 
Flawed and lonely, laughable and generous, dauntless and deafening – Shakespeare was none of those things. But he invented all of those words, and gave them to us for 
free. Let’s explore the plays where the English language first achieved liftoff, and just maybe we’ll learn some life lessons along the way. In this course, we will read six of 
Shakespeare’s major plays (and some related scholarly analysis, but not enough to drown out the joy and sorrow of what’s happening on stage): Henry V, Romeo and 
Juliet, Much Ado About Nothing, Julius Caesar, Hamlet, and The Tempest. At the end, successful graduates of the course will be comfortable navigating these and other 
Shakespeare works in terms of their meter, word choice and staging. Education majors will be well-positioned to teach Shakespeare courses in the secondary school 
classroom. Texts: We use the affordable and comprehensive Arden Shakespeare Third Series paperbacks. 

86761 FIL3006 Analyzing Films T R 1050 1205 SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Nicholas de Villiers 
This course introduces students to key terms for interpreting film, including important concepts and trends in the field of cinema studies. Students will learn how to watch 
films with a critical eye, how to discuss cinematic form and meaning, and how to write coherent and persuasive essays analyzing film. This course provides an important 
foundation for more specialized courses in the film studies minor and IDS major but will benefit anyone who wants to better understand how movies affect us, and how to 
put that experience into words.   

86987 FIL3363 Documentary Production M W 1630 1915   CAMPUS Jillian Smith 
The art of documentary is twofold: (1) recognizing and capturing the material that circulates around us every  day in the real world and (2) shaping it into creative form. In 
this course we will lay the foundation for this art by understanding and practicing a range of documentary styles while learning filming technique. Practicing a range of 
documentary styles will open students to the creative possibilities of documentary film.  Technical competency will give students confidence in their skill sets.  Several 
small film productions are designed to teach students preproduction, camera, audio, lighting, interview, and editing skills.  Students who are interested in filmmaking of 
any kind will find this course to be invaluable. 
 
No experience necessary.  Get on the Waitlist because seats open.  The Fall and then Spring Documentary Production courses are designed as a two-course sequence, with 
the Spring semester ending in a public screening.  Take the Fall course to get to the Spring course.  Contact Dr. Jillian Smith with questions: jlsmith@unf.edu.   
 
See the work of AfterImage Documentary here: http://vimeo.com/afterimagedocumentary/videos 

86763 FIL3801 Film Terms M W 1030 1145   CAMPUS Jillian Smith 
An understanding of film art begins with a working understanding of film terms and techniques. From mise-enscène to foley, from elliptical editing to the long take—we 
will define, comprehend, apply, and create examples of film terms in order get a much deeper understanding of their use and their effects. In addition to learning 
terminology, students receive an introduction to the short film. All students are welcome to join in this fun, low pressure,and immersive class, where we use many 
modalities to learn—written descriptions, group explorations, photography, quick edits, cell phone filmmaking. 
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87748 FIL3930 East Asian Philosophy Through Film T 1800 2045   CAMPUS Paul Carelli 
In this course we will explore through film philosophical concepts and issues arising out of the traditions of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. These concepts and 
issues include the importance of self-cultivation, family, tradition, nature, corelative cosmology, enlightenment, and ritual. We will be viewing and analyzing films from 
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and Vietnam. 

86769 FIL4361 Documentary Podcast M W 1500 1615   CAMPUS Jillian Smith 
In Documentary Podcasting, students make audio documentaries that aim for a standard worthy of an online presence for public consumption.  Students capture 
documentary material through audio—interviews, soundscapes, sound effects, environmental immersion, scripted voice-over, archive, diaries, and music—in order to craft 
complex, creative podcasts.  They learn recording technique and equipment; research skills; narrative and scripted organization; documentary experimentation; interview 
styles; and audio editing. 

87750 FIL4882 Gender-Sexuality-Cinema T R 1505 1745 SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Nicholas de Villiers 
Feminist film theorist Laura Mulvey argued that there was a sexual division of labor in Classical Hollywood cinema with “Woman as Image, Man as Bearer of the Look.” 
Women were objectified by the “male gaze” in cinema, which catered to the visual pleasure of male audience members. The documentary The Celluloid Closet makes an 
equally broad claim that “Hollywood taught straight people what to think of gay people, and gay people what to think of themselves.” Feminist critics since Mulvey have 
gone on to consider the problem of female spectatorship and questioned the social construction of gender (masculinity as well as femininity), and LGBT (lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender) film historians have since asked what possibilities there are for queer and transgender identification and desire in cinema. This course provides 
an opportunity for discussion of these and related issues regarding “the politics of representation” in an atmosphere of free and open inquiry. The principle analytical tools 
will be drawn from the diverse interdisciplinary fields of cinema and media studies, cultural studies, gender studies, gay and lesbian studies, and queer theory. 

87751 FIL4935 Film and Trauma M W 1200 1445   CAMPUS Timothy Donovan 
This class is borne of the question, why is film so suited to the topic of trauma?  Cinema often takes on the challenge of the extraordinary experience at the limit of 
meaning and identity for the individual, the community, or the planet.  As it embodies, intervenes in, and bears witness to the compulsive remembering and unfinished 
forgetting of trauma, film gives us the opportunity for a study in the intertwining of the cinematic, psychological, and philosophical.  What is trauma?  What is its impact 
on identity and meaning?  What is the role of film as it nears and often heals the extraordinary experience?  Scope and films will change from semester to semester, with 
genres ranging through documentary, drama, parody, superheroes and, of course, zombie apocalypse. 

87740 INS 4930 Arts & Cultures of the African Diaspora    ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Shane Leverette 
Team taught by two professors (in Art History and English), this course investigates black nationalism(s) throughout the African Diaspora from the 20th Century to the 
present moment. It is designed to negotiate the currents of black nationalist thought in the art, literature, and theory of black people around the globe, highlighting 
continuities through which they have fought oppression and made the “radical” demand for human rights. The course will explore anti-colonialism, black nationalism, and 
black feminism and will focus on artistic works in multiple mediums. Ultimately, our investigations will draw links between earlier ideologies of black nationalism and 
significant contemporary social justice movements (Black Lives Matter; Me Too), and they will demonstrate that contemporary struggles around race, class, and gender 
stem from a long history of radical black intellectual production around the globe. 

86771 LIT 2110 World Literature I    ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE William Pewitt 
Scholar Max Müller famously said, “To know one is to know none,” meaning that we cannot understand any culture (even our own) without an appreciation of others as 
well. In this course, students will put texts of different genres, eras, and regions in conversation with one another, while becoming versed in the scholarly inquiries within 
the field of global literature. We will survey the mythology, poetry, and philosophy of Egypt, China, India, Greece, Arabia, Rome, and the Norse among others. As we 
acquaint ourselves with various historical traditions, students will then engage with scholarly intercultural and interdisciplinary questions related to these literary canons. 
By illuminating new connections between disparate texts, students will formulate a better understanding of how our pre-modern past continues to influence our post-
modern present.  
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84793 LIT3213 Critical Reading/Writing I M W 1030 1145   CAMPUS Dwight Gabbard 
So, you have decided to major in English? Then you’ve come to the right place. In this class we are going to discover the fundamentals of being an English major. These 
fundamentals will include how to read a text for its theme and how to pick out the subtle, narratological elements that help a reader identify it. In other words, we are going 
to go over the basic skills of reading, analyzing, and interpreting. Literary interpretation, by the way, is an art not limited to literature. Rather, it is a foundation for 
sophisticated critical thinking within history, philosophy, culture, politics, media, the arts, and even the sciences. To practice the art of interpretation, we will read, write, 
discuss, and create. More than anything, our art requires gaining a working knowledge of basic literary tools (i.e., character, point of view, motif, leitmotif, etc.). Art of 
Critical Reading and Writing I focuses intensively on learning to use literary tools well. The follow-up course, Art of Critical Reading and Writing II, concentrates on 
using these tools to craft essay-length written interpretations.   

85205 LIT3213 Critical Reading/Writing I      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Betsy Nies 
This course will review and deepen your knowledge of those literary terms you may have used in your literature essays, but perhaps felt vaguely uncomfortable about. Is a 
motif the same as a trope? Are metaphors the same as analogies? How are short stories built? Gaining confidence in analyzing literary texts can serve as a gateway for 
success in your other English courses. The class will include reading short stories, defining and applying terms, making connections to popular culture, and responding to 
peers. While a distance learning class, the asynchronous class will still include live meetings online with other students at mutually agreed upon times, and plenty of 
practice working with and dissecting literary terms. Students will write two short essays and create short presentations for other students, showcasing their newly learned 
knowledge. 

86773 LIT3213 Critical Reading/Writing I T R 1215 1330 SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Alexander Menocal 
Literary interpretation is an art.  And it is a foundation for sophisticated critical thinking and writing within history, philosophy, culture, politics, media, arts, and even 
sciences.  Such sophisticated thinking, however, is grounded in basic techniques.  This course is dedicated to teaching students to define, identify, and apply basic literary 
tools and techniques.  Metaphor, paradox, setting, point of view, symbol -- techniques that we tend to use loosely -- we will learn to use with precision and purpose.  The 
goal of the class is to teach you how to read literature, and thus any text, with intensity. You will leave with knowledge of literary terms and techniques. 

85542 LIT3214 Critical Reading/Writing II T R 1505 1620 SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Alexander Menocal 
In LIT 3214 (The Art of Critical Reading and Writing II) students will develop the critical reading skills they acquired in LIT 3213. We will practice these skills 
throughout the course in class discussions of several short stories and one novel. Class discussions will be devoted to using the tools of literary analysis to identify 
significant patterns and their implications in these texts. Students will continue to practice these analytic skills in several writing assignments. In working on these writing 
assignments, students will be provided opportunities to enhance their critical writing skills, including formulating an effective analytic thesis, evaluating evidence, and 
analyzing the evidence to support and develop the thesis. 

86774 LIT3214 Critical Reading/Writing II T R 1215 1330   CAMPUS Russell Turney 
LIT3214 builds upon the critical reading focus of LIT3213 with an additional focus on critical, scholarly writing in the discipline. Obviously reading and writing are not 
disparate activities, but rather critical reading, critical thinking and critical writing all function in synthesis. In this course then, we will read and think and write, and re-
read and re-think and re-write. Structurally, the end goal of this course is to compose analytical essays that deploy literary tools and terminology to investigate literary 
texts, composing cohesive arguments informed by analytical insights, supported and fleshed with ample and probative evidence, expressed in polished and precise prose, 
and formed in coherent paragraphs.  
 
To get there, we start by examining model examples of such writing in our discipline, determining skills we need to scaffold toward in our own writing.  Then we spend 
six weeks practicing these skills, responding to contemporary poetry and short fiction and focusing on a different writing skill each week. In the last third of the semester, 
we focus on a new contemporary novel, reading and discussing it together and building a unique final paper: a paper that should represent a draft of a potentially 
publishable literary analysis. If you have questions, please contact Russ Turney at rturney@unf.edu. 
 

mailto:rturney@unf.edu
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86437 LIT3333 Young Adult Literature T R 1340 1455 SYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Betsy Nies 
We will look at a broad range of genres and styles intended for, chosen by, or appropriate for teen readers. Throughout the course, we will employ critical reading 
strategies, situating texts historically, analyzing for issues of race, class, gender, ability, and sexual orientation and identity. Students will also practice creative and 
academic writing skills, producing one chapter (of a proposed book) for a young adult audience in addition to the formal critical analysis of a literary text. We are meeting 
online synchronously so be prepared to turn cameras on, engage in discussion, and enjoy student presentations. This course will require lots of reading (of the young adult 
variety) in addition to scholarly material. The field of young adult literature has opened up in the last twenty years, bringing changes in genre, language use, and subject 
matter. Your reading experiences as a teen and knowledge of young adult culture will serve as an important backdrop for our discussions. 

87771 LIT3930 Love in the Global Middle Ages T R 925 1040   CAMPUS   
 

86229 LIT4650 
Out of My Mind: Madness and 
Modernism (Comparative Literature) T R 1215 1330   CAMPUS Clark Lunberry 

It may seem crazy but for some time now a rich and powerful body of literature and art has been building around the topic of madness, insanity, the loss of mind. In fact, 
crazy or not, stories and images of and about madness have, again and again, proven to be a source of fascination in much modern and contemporary writing and art. 
Something about the derangements of mind would seem to have promised many writers and artists access to worlds otherwise unseen, unfelt, unimagined—an opportunity 
to escape the sanely familiar and to investigate forbidden zones of thought and emotion outside the bounds of conventional imagination, rational formulation.  
 
But what is really found in these often-terrifying spaces of alienation and despair, darkness and danger, and what is gained through their fictional representation and 
examination? Why would one want to go there at all? What’s to be learned? What’s to be feared? Our readings will move from, among others, Nikolai Gogol’s Diary of a 
Madman, selected poems by Emily Dickinson and Charles Baudelaire, Anton Chekhov’s Ward No. 6, Luigi Pirandello’s Henry IV, Vladimir Nabokov’s “Symbols and 
Signs,” Eugene Ionesco’s play Rhinoceros, Antonin Artaud’s letters, and W. J. T. Mitchell’s recent book Mental Traveler: A Father, a Son, and a Journey through 
Schizophrenia. Looking also at images of madness in the visual arts (painting and film), and using Sander L. Gilman’s remarkable Seeing the Insane, we will always keep 
our eyes fixed onto the present, the mad world around us, and the shifting boundaries determining our own sense of self, our own always vulnerable self-confinements. 

85399 LIT4934 Reading Matters (Seminar)      ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE Jennifer Lieberman 
This is a course that "pays it forward" and that you will remember far past your graduation date. The central question of this course explores why (and 
how) reading matters to our lives; your time spent in this course will yield fascinating and complex answers. If it wasn't for Covid-19, we would work directly with second 
graders at Woodland Acres Elementary School to help them develop their reading skills and develop a relationship with reading. Given the unique restrictions of this 
semester, we will focus on ways we can support young readers through a local nonprofit. At the same time, we will focus on our own experience of reading. Each student 
will contract with the professor to design a personal reading curriculum that matters to you: you can use this experience to delve deeply into the work of a new or favorite 
author, re-examine a "classic," or read books that you always intended to when you had the time. 

87753 LIT4934 
Makings of Memory: Writing of 
Remembrance and Oblivion (Seminar) T R 1630 1745   CAMPUS Clark Lunberry 

What is it that memory has to tell us, to reveal to us, about the world, about ourselves? In this class, we will read, view and discuss a variety of different types of materials, 
of “memory texts,” all of them united in their focus upon memory and imagination, the shaping of a life as it is seen through the “rearview mirror.” The many brilliant 
materials for this class will be intended as starting-off points for your careful reflection, our wide-ranging discussions and, then, your own engaged writing, always moving 
us toward a more fruitful examination of our own memories and imagination. How are memories made, and to what end? What does it, as Wittgenstein said, “feel like to 
remember”? How are memories written, filmed and photographed (and, in the process, fabricated, lied about), and for what purpose? What is the role of memory (and 
forgetfulness), truth and self-deception, in the creation and sustaining of identity…of who we think we are? And what happens to that identity when memories falter or fail, 
as we recognize that which “memory cannot contain…” as we, as Shakespeare counseled, “Commit to these waste blanks”? 

 


